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Abstract 
 

Membrane structures are commonly used in many fields. The studies of these struc- 
tures are of increasing interest. The  projects in this  thesis focus  on the evaluations 
of equilibrium states for pressurized membranes under different problem settings, 
using finite element methods, and the corresponding instability behaviors. 

The first part of the current work discusses the instability behavior of a thin, 
planar, circular and initially horizontal membrane subjected to downwards or up- 
wards fluid pressure. The membrane structures exhibit large deformations under 
pressure. The method for evaluating fluid pressure from gravity was developed in 
finite element context, and used in numerical simulations. Limit and bifurcation 
points have been detected for different loading parameters and conditions. The 
effects on instabilities of parameters, the initial states of the membrane, and the 
chosen mesh are discussed. 

The second part of the current work discusses instability behavior of a thin, 
spherical and closed membrane containing gas and fluid, when placed on a horizon- 
tal rigid and non-friction plane. A multi-parametric loading is described. By adding 
practically relevant controlling equations, different classes of equilibrium paths were 
followed using a generalized path following algorithm. Stability conclusions were 
made, according to the considered load parameters and the constraints. A gener- 
alized eigenvalue analysis was used to evaluate the stability behavior including the 
constraint effects. Fold line evaluations were performed to analyze the paramet- 
ric dependence. A solution surface approach is used to visualize the mechanical 
response under this multi-parametric setting. 

The third part of the current work focuses on instability response of a trun- 
cated sphere, containing gas and fluid, and in contact with two vertical rigid and 
non-friction planes. Different penalty formulations were used and compared. The 
effects of contact implementations on instability behaviors were investigated. Bifur- 
cation points induced by contacts have been observed. Multi-parametric problems 
were defined, and generalized paths were followed. The multi-parametric stability 
was evaluated using generalized eigenvalue analysis, based on the mass and total 
differential matrices. The effects of augmenting equations on bifurcation points and 
limit points are discussed. 

The fourth part of the current work analyses the instability response of a trun- 
cated sphere, completely filled with fluid, placed on a horizontal plane and spinning 
around the vertical axis. The loads from fluid pressure and the constraints,  e.g.,  
fluid volume, were formulated to generate a symmetric differential matrix. Several 
mesh patterns with different symmetries were used to simulate the model, and the 
obtained results are compared. Various problem settings were considered, and gen- 
eralized paths were followed. The effects of symmetry aspects of the chosen meshes 
on instability behaviors are discussed, as are the effects of parameters. 

iii 
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Sammanfattning 
Membranstrukturer förekommer i många sammanhang. Studier av dessa 
strukturer är  därför  av  stort  intresse.  Projekten  i  denna  avhandling  är  inriktade  
p̊a  lösning, med hjälp av finita elementmodeller, av jämviktstillst̊and för 
trycksatta membran i olika problemformuleringar, samt motsvarande 
instabilitetsbeteenden. 

Den  första  delen  av  föreliggande  arbete  diskuterar  instabilitetsbeteendet  hos 
ett  tunt,  plant,  cirkulärt  och  initiellt  horisontellt  membran  utsatt  för  ned̊at-  eller 
uppt̊ariktat vätsketryck. Membranstrukturerna genomg̊ar stora deformationer un- 
der  tryck.  Metoder  för  att  utvärdera  trycklasten  fr̊an  gravitation  i  ett  finit  ele- 
mentsammanhang utvecklades och användes i numeriska simuleringar. Gräns- och 
förgreningspunkter i responsen kunde ̊aterges för olika lastparametrar och förh̊allan- 
den.  Beroendet  i  instabilitetsbeteende  för  membranet  p̊a  olika  parametrar  och 
initial-tillst̊and, men även p̊a den valda diskretiseringen, diskuteras i projektet. 

Den andra delen av arbetet diskuterar instabilitetsbeteendet hos ett tunt, sfä- 
riskt  och  slutet  membran  inneh̊allande  gas  och  vätska,  när  det  placeras  p̊a  ett 
horisontellt styvt men friktionsfritt plan. Ett fler-parametriskt lastfall beskrivs. Ge- 
nom att införa praktiskt relevanta kontroll-villkor, kunde ett antal olika klasser av 
jämviktsföljder beräknas med hjälp av en generaliserad vägföljar-algoritm. Slutsat- 
ser om stabilitet kunde därmed dras, med hänsyn tagen till valda last-parametrar 
och villkor. Generaliserade egenvärdeslösningar gav stabilitetsslutsatserna för des- 
sa  extra  villkor.  Kritiska  lösningskurvor  användes  för  att  analysera  parameter- 
beroendet  i  instabiliteterna.  En  lösningsyte-algoritm  används  för  att  visualisera 
den mekaniska responsen i det fler-parametriska sammanhanget. 

Den tredje delen av arbetet inriktas p̊a instabilitetsbeteendet hos en avhuggen 
sfär, inneh̊allande gas och vätska och i kontakt med tv̊a stela och friktionslösa plan. 
Olika straff-funktioner för kontakten provades och utvärderades. Effekterna av des- 
sa kontaktbeskrivningar p̊a instabilitetsresultaten studerades. Förgreningspunkter 
beroende  p̊a  kontaktmodelleringen  visades  kunna  uppst̊a.  Fler-parametriska  mo- 
deller användes och analyserades i form av generaliserade lösningsföljder. Den fler- 
parametriska stabiliteten kunde undersökas med hjälp av generaliserade egenvärdes- 
formuleringar,  med  hjälp  av  den  totala  differentialmatrisen  och  en  massmatris. 
Effekterna  av  tilläggsekvationerna  p̊a  förgrenings-  och  gränspunkter  diskuteras  i 
arbetet. 

Den fjärde delen av arbetet analyserar instabilitetsbeteendet hos en avhuggen 
sfär, helt fylld med vätska, som är placerad p̊a ett horisontellt plan och roterar runt 
en  vertikal  axel.  Belastningar  fr̊an  vätsketrycket  och  fysikaliska  tilläggsvillkor  för, 
till exempel, vätskevolymen formulerades s̊a att de gav en symmetrisk differential- 
matris.  Flera  olika  elementnät,  med  olika  symmetriegenskaper,  användes  i  simu- 
leringar  och  resultaten  jämfördes.  Olika  problemformuleringar,  med  resulterande 
generaliserade  lösningsföljder,  studerades.  Dessa  gav  olika  instabilitetsbeteenden. 
Effekterna av de olika elementnäten p̊a de beräknade instabiliteterna p̊avisas, lik- 
som effekterna av de valda parametrarna för problemet. 



Nyckelord: Membran; Hydrostatiskt tryck; Kontakteffekter; Centrifugalkraft; 
Förgreningspunkter; Fler-parametriska lastfall; Straff-formuleringar; Nät-symmetrier; 
Tilläggsekvationer;  Generaliserad  vägföljning;  Generaliserade  egenvärdesproblem; 
Lösningsytor; Kritiska lösningskurvor. 
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Preface 

This thesis focuses on the evaluation of the equilibrium states and instabil-  
ity behavior of pressurized membrane structures with different geometries. The 
first part starts wtih a brief introduction on the possible applications of general 
membranes and a description of the methods proposed to evaluate the equilibrium 
solutions and instability. The second part includes four submitted manuscripts. 
The manuscripts are adjusted to conform with the present thesis format for con- 
sistency, but their contents have not been changed as compared with their original 
counterparts. 

 
 

Paper 1. Yang Zhou, Arne Nordmark  &  Anders  Eriksson. 
Instability of thin circular membranes subjected to hydro-static loads. 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, 76:144-153 (2015). 

 
 

Paper  2.  Yang  Zhou, Arne Nordmark & Anders Eriksson. 
Multi-parametric stability investigation for gas and fluid pressurized thin mem- 
branes. 
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, 82:37-48 (2016). 

 
 

Paper  3.  Yang  Zhou, Arne Nordmark & Anders Eriksson. 
Multi-parametric stability investigation for thin membranes with contacts. 
Submitted to International Journal of Mechanical Sciences, 2017. 

 
Paper 4. Yang Zhou, Arne Nordmark & Anders Eriksson. 
Instability investigation for rotating thin spherical membranes. 
Manuscript, 2017. 

 
 

Some results from the work are also presented in 
Anders  Eriksson,  Arne  Nordmark,  Amit  patil  &  Yang  Zhou. 
Parametric stability investigation for hydro-statically loaded membranes. 
Computers and Structures, 174:33-41 (2016) (not included in thesis) 
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Part I 

Overview 



 



 
 
 
 

CHAPTER  1 
 

Introduction 

 
1.1. Background 
Many kinds of membranes are well known as thin, lightweight and flexible, but 
differing in structures and functions. They can be selectively permeable barriers, 
as a biological membrane. They also can be synthetically created, for separation 
processes, as synthetic membranes. Membranes are known since 18th century, 
and in 1925, the biological membranes were firstly demonstrated as bilayers by E. 
Gorter and F. Grendel, (Watson 2015). After the second world war, due to the 
usage in water filtration, synthetic membranes were frequently used by drinking 
water suppliers. Along the history of the exploitation of membranes, membrane 
structures used for architecture came to public attention firstly in 1946.  After   
the pneumatic dome built up by W. Bird, (Russell 2003), all kinds of membrane 
structures have shown up. Nowadays, membranes are filling every corner in the 
world. 

For different purposes, membranes can be fabricated from a wide variety of 
materials. Polymers belong to organic materials, and also seen as one kind of 
membrane material, as well as liquids, (Pinnau and Freeman 1999). Inorganic 
materials, e.g., ceramics, carbons, and metals, are also used to fabricate membranes. 
Materials for membranes used for architecture are usually polymers with coating    
for higher hardness, resistance and longer life cycles. 

 

1.2. Applications 
Due to their light-weight and flexibility, membranes are widely seen and used in 
mechanical engineering, aerospace engineering and bioengineering fields. They can 
be as small as cell membranes and as large as inflatable dams for hydroelectricity. 
Among all the applications, the most well-known one is the good use of membranes 
in the living body as the skin or the main containers of most organs.  According       
to the different applications, the studies on the membranes are diverse from many 
viewpoints. 

 
1.2.1. Aerospace engineering 

Benefiting from the light weight and ease of stowing, most of the inflatable antenna, 
Fig. 1.1(a), make use of membrane as the fully deployed surfaces, (Ando et al. 2000). 
The membrane optics used in Real-Time Exploitation program of ’Darpa’ offers 
larger,  higher resolution telescopes in smaller and lighter packages,  compared to  
the traditional glass optics, Fig. 1.1(b). The combination of large membranes and 
deployable booms are called gossamer structures, and are widely studied concepts 
used for solar sails, sun shields, reflectors and solar arrays, (Bouzidi and Lecieux 
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2012; Sakamoto et al. 2014). These structures require large extension and ultra- 
lightweight simultaneously, which makes the thin membrane one of the best options 
for them. However, this also leads to high requirements for the possibilities to study 
the stress distributions and large deformations under different loadings or thermal 
conditions, (Zhang and Liu  2015). 

 

(a) (b) 
 

Figure 1.1: (a) A shuttle-launched inflatable antenna, from https://cse.sc.edu. (b) Darpa’s membrane 
optical imager for real-time exploitation, from https://www.wired.com. 

 

 

 

 

1.2.2. Mechanical engineering 

Benefiting from the softness and ease of inflation, membranes are used as airbags not 
only in vehicles but also in aircrafts, Fig. 1.2(a). Numerous studies have been done 
related to this application, from form finding, (Chen et al. 2014), wrinkling analysis, 
(Lee and Youn 2006; Stanuszek 2003; Wu 1974), and many other perspectives. 

With inspiration from the natural fliers, the micro air vehicles, Fig. 1.2(b) 
obtain advantages like low weight and small size. The wing structures mimic natural 
birds and insects to achieve agility in the flight, (Goel and Rawat 2017). From a 
design aspect, the stiffness distribution of a flying wing is important for the design 
of the micro air vehicles, (Chakravarty and Albertani 2012). Hence, it is essential 
for micro air vehicles to determine the stiffness of the membrane used as the flapping 
wings. 

 
1.2.3. Architectural  membrane structures 

The ease with which membranes deform makes them applicable in architecture, 
Fig. 1.3. Three kinds of structures are commonly considered, including pneumatic 
structures, tensile membrane structures, and cable domes, for which membranes are 
working with cables, columns and other components. In the architectural field, form 
finding is of significance to design tension structures, (Tabarrok and Qin 1992), e.g., 
the inflatable dams, (Streeter et al. 2015). From an optimization viewpoint, the 
objective of the procedure is to minimize the surface area of the structure, (Bonet 
and Mahaney 2001; Gründig 1988), or the strain energy of the surface, (Bletzinger 
et al. 2005). Apart from the traditionally used two methods: soap film analogy and 
hanging models, many other approaches have been proposed, (Maurin and Motro 
1998; Schek 1974). 

http://www.wired.com/
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(a) (b) 
 

Figure 1.2: Possible applications in the mechanical engineering field. (a) Driver airbag cushion from 
http://www.autoliv.com. (b) A micro air vehicle in the micro air vehicle competition, Chakravarty 

and Albertani (2012). 

 

 

(a) (b) 
 

Figure 1.3: (a) The Beijing National Aquatics Center for 2008 Summer Olympics, from 
https://en.wikipedia.org. (b) The inflatable dam located in Turkey, from http://www.dyrhoff.co.uk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2.4. Biomedicine and bioengineering 

Membranes play important roles in the biomedicine and bioengineering fields. Mem- 
branes are considered as containers of most organisms, and it has been believed that 
the mechanical properties of cells can help identify changes from physiological con- 
ditions to disease, (Barreto et al. 2014). Human skin, the  largest  organ  in  the 
human body, can be considered as a membrane. Extensive work has been done 
concerning the wrinkling of skin, (Flynn and McCormack 2010), which is one par- 
ticular side-effect of membranes, coming from their lack of bending stiffness. Recent 
research  done  by  Sáez  and  Zöllner  (2017)  uses  mechanics  to  reveal  the  biological 
reason for wrinkled fingertips after an extended exposure to water, Fig. 1.4(a). On  
the other hand, the wide use of stents, Fig. 1.4(b), in cardiothoracic surgery also 
increases the requirements to understand the mechanical response of an inflated 
balloon, (Azaouzi et al. 2013; Zahedmanesh et al. 2010). 

http://www.autoliv.com/
http://www.dyrhoff.co.uk/
http://www.dyrhoff.co.uk/
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(a) (b) 
 

Figure 1.4: (a) Wrinkled fingertips, from http://http://www.etopical.com. (b) A tiny balloon carefully 
guided through the artery to the blockage, from https://stanfordhealthcare.org. 

 

 
 

1.3. Materials 
Various kinds of materials can be used for membranes. For this work, a homoge- 
nous, non-porous, isotropic and incompressible material was considered for struc- 
tural applications.   Moreover,  the material descriptions for membranes are topics    
of interest, and numerous studies have been done related to this. A two-parameter 
Mooney-Rivlin model was used for all the simulations in the present work;  this       
is a model for incompressible, isotropic and hyper-elastic material, (Mooney 1940; 
Rivlin 1948). It is classically referred to as a phenomenological model, as are the 
models known as Hanies-Wilson model, (James et al. 1975) and Ogden model, 
(Ogden 1972). Other models, such as the well known neo-Hookean model, (Ogden 
2013), is considered as the simplest physically based model, to which the 3-chain 
Model, (James and Guth 1943), the Isihara Model, (Isihara et al. 1951), and many 
other models are also referring. Comparisons of these strain energy density func- 
tions are made, (Marckmann and Verron 2006), under different situations: uniaxial 
tension, biaxial tension, pure shear and simple shear. 

 
1.4. Loadings 
Since the work done by Green and Adkins (1960), there are numerous studies focus- 
ing on the mechanical properties of membrane structures, (Antman and Schagerl 
2005; Long et al. 2010; Vassilev et al. 2011; Wu and Ting 2008). The always ex- 
isting large displacements show practical meaning from both design and analysis 
perspectives.  Different mechanical responses under various loading conditions are  
of interest to discuss. Gas-inflated spherical and cylindrical membranes show large 
deformations and lose stability, (Gent 2005; Kanner and Horgan 2007). Inspired by 
micro injection, an air-inflated membrane subject to point load, (Vella et al. 2011) 
and the fluid-filled particle under indentation, (Sohail and Nadler 2013) are also in- 
vestigated.  Other examples, e.g., the air-supported spherical membrane subjected    
to a ponding fluid, (Szyszkowski and Glockner 1984), the inflation of a circular mem- 
brane in a liquid reservoir, (Selby and Shannon 2009), and anomalous behaviours    
of a balloon under lateral pressure and electric actuation, (Wang et al. 2017), also 
focus on the mechanical behaviours of thin membranes subject to different load- 
ings. Compared to the theoretical and numerical work, experiments on membrane 
structures are also topics of importance for discussions. Experiments were per- 
formed on the fluid-pressurized circular membrane were performed to compare to 

http://www.etopical.com/
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the numerical results, (Selvadurai and Shi 2012), but also on fluid-filled cylindrical 
membranes, (Pamplona et al. 2001), and many others. Membranes in contact with 
rigid or soft substrates are widely seen in both applications, Fig. 1.4(b), and many 
research efforts, (Polindara et al. 2016; Srivastava et al. 2016; Tsang et al. 2006). 
Large deformations and instabilities, (Chateau and Son Nguyen 1991; Long and 
Hui 2012; Nadler 2010) observed from the studies exhibit the mechanical response 
of membranes with contacts. 

In this work, pressurized membranes are considered, within pressure coming 
from gas and fluid, where contacts may also be involved. Different from the gas 
pressure which can be treated as a uniform pressure applied on the deformed mem- 
brane, the fluid pressure is also a deformation dependent load, but applied non- 
uniformly on the deformed membrane. There are several ways to evaluate the 
gravity-dependent hydro-static load, one of which is obvious: to consider it as lin- 
early varying over the fluid height, (Pamplona et al. 2001; Yu and Valanis 1970). 
Considering the fluid volume as the main load parameter, Rumpel and Schweizerhof 
(2004) proposed a way to evaluate the hydro-static load under volume conservation 
in a finite element context. Fluid volume is the most relevant parameter to evaluate 
the hydro-static loads, but not the most convenient in simulations. In this work, 
considering the fluid surface level as the primary loading parameter, an explicit for- 
mulation to evaluate the hydro-static load can be developed based on the linearly 
interpolated triangular elements. 

Centrifugal force, coming from the rotation are usually evaluated dynamically 
in literatures, (Azimloo et al. 2014), where the centrifugal force also changes the 
instability responses. However, with some assumptions, e.g., a constant angular 
velocity, the centrifugal loads can be treated quasi-statically, (Carpenter and Reid 
2016). Different from gravity, pressure from centrifugal force was expressed using 
quadratic functions within each element in the present work. 

 
1.5. Simulation challenges 
Numerous stability analyses on membrane structures have been done, (Chen and 
Haughton 2003; Fu and Xie 2010, 2014; Il’ichev and Fu 2014, and many others). The 
membranes subjected to external loads, including gas pressure and fluid pressure,   
are handled using the static stability evaluation. However, studies about the struc- 
tural stability when loading is restricted by some extra constraints are unknown to  
the author. These constraints, introduced by  a set of augmenting equations, affect  
the stability behavior. Furthermore,  the introduction of augmenting equations was  
an important aspect of the present work, in particular the search for formulations 
giving symmetric differential  matrices. 

Several approaches have  been proposed to introduce contact interactions, (Jin   
et al. 2016; Sauer and Lorenzis 2013; Wriggers 2006; Wriggers et al. 2016), among 
which penalty formulations and Lagrange multiplier methods are most commonly 
used. Introducing additional variables can not be avoided when using a Lagrange 
multiplier method, which also needs more computation time. Also, the total differ- 
ential matrix will not be positive-definite. Penalty functions are easily implemented, 
but penetrations have  to be allowed between interacting surfaces.  In addition to  
this, research has also been done on effects of contacts on stability evaluations, 
(Björkman  1992;  Klarbring  2002).  Due  to  the  importance  of  a  system  matrix  for 
stability evaluations, and the particular problem related to the current setting of a 
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soft structure interacting with a hard surface, penalty methods were used to apply 
the contact constraints. 

Membranes under discussions usually have symmetries, (Calladine 1982; Yu 
and Valanis 1970). The importance of symmetry aspects have been seen in physics 
and chemistry, e.g., the nuclear problems and microscopic structure of crystals, 
(Hamermesh 1962). The possibility to reduce the computational effort is the main 
attraction of group-theoretic methods, especially for large-scale problems, (Zingoni 
2013). The bifurcation behaviors were analyzed systematically using the group- 
theoretic methods, (Kiyohiro et al. 1991). Different from the square membrane 
analyzed in (Eriksson and Nordmark 2016), the present work focuses on the mem- 
branes with axi-symmetric geometries. However, it is impossible to preserve axi- 
symmetry when using triangular elements. Even though quite highly symmetric 
mesh patterns were used in simulations, the effects of the chosen mesh on instabil- 
ity behaviours are shown. 

 

1.6. Modelling  and simulations 
1.6.1. Multi-parametric setting 

The multi-parametric setting for the analysis of structures offers a systematic way  
for the structural simulations, not least for membranes, which show a significant 
parameter dependence in their responses. This setting allows the path-following 
algorithm to be generalized to trace one-dimensional curves in higher-dimensional 
spaces, (Eriksson 1998), or the solution surface algorithm to visualize the two- 
dimensional equilibrium surfaces, (Eriksson and Pacoste 2001). 

Beside the loading combinations usually considered as the first parameters, 
other relevant parameters used to describe aspects of the model can also be included. 
Geometric parameters, e.g., the radius of the circular or spherical membranes and 
the thickness can be varied easily for increased understanding of phenomena, and 
for optimizations. For geometric and load imperfections, it is relevant  to study  
the sensitivity of the results, especially for the stability analysis. Sectional prop- 
erties, which are directly related to the stiffness, can be chosen to avoid certain 
instability behaviors. Different boundary conditions applied can also be formulated 
through the extra variables, and accompanying equations, showing their effects on 
the instability behavior. 

To follow one-dimensional generalized equilibrium paths in the higher-dimensional 
solution space, augmenting equations are required,  according  to  the  number  of 
added parameters. An important distinction is when the augmenting equations are 
defining a fundamental physical constraint on the solution or when it is more of 

a convenience type, sweeping the parameter space or re-expressing a variable for 
post-processing purposes. Among all these extra equations, one particular interest is 

related to the formulations used to catch the parameter dependence of criticality, 
which is defined by the zero eigenvalues of the differential matrix, (Eriksson 1997). 

In the multi-parametric setting, the evaluations for the subsets seek the solu- 
tions fulfilling the fundamental equilibrium equation set and augmenting equations 
simultaneously. Depending on the numbers of the added parameters and the aug- 
menting equations, the dimensions of the solution manifolds can be reduced cor- 
respondingly, by, e.g., the arc-length or normalized area coordinates, defining one 
particular solution on the manifold. 
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1.6.2. Stability analysis 

Stability here only refers to structural stability, a concept which is essentially dy- 
namic in nature.  Various  definitions existing informally defines structural stability  
as the power to recover equilibrium. 

As large deformations and non-linearity affect the membrane structures, they   
are prone to lose stability. With the conservativeness of the studied  structures, 
leading to a symmetric differential matrix, the stability can be treated as a static 
situation.  Stability analysis can be performed by  checking the  eigenspectrum of   
the corresponding differential matrix for the discretized model at all equilibrium 
states.  The structure is considered stable if all the eigenvalues are positive; if there  
is at least one negative eigenvalues, then the equilibrium solution is unstable. The 
transition between stable and unstable static equilibrium states is associated with    
the occurrence of critical points of zero eigenvalues, which are further classified as 
limit  and  bifurcation points. 

The mechanism for introducing the loading media and the corresponding con- 
straints are of essence when interpreting the instability behavior, (Eriksson and 
Nordmark 2012; Fu and Xie 2014). The parameters including geometry, material 
property and the initial state of membrane and parameters of the pressure-creating 
media affect the stability behavior. This effect has been studied by  Patil et al.  
(2014). A topic discussed in the present thesis is the effects from physical con- 
straints on the solution, e.g., a constant fluid volume inside the membrane. Fur- 
thermore, the mesh effect which makes results strongly dependent on numerical 
discretization has been discussed in Paper 1. The simulations were performed on 
different discretizations. For certain loading condition, the different discretizations 
produce qualitative differences in  results. 

Due to the lack of bending stiffness, wrinkling analysis is an important study 
on membranes, (Atai and Steigmann 2014). Many simulations are performed on 
membranes to do wrinkling analysis, (Jarasjarungkiat et al. 2008; Mosler and Cirak 
2009; Rossi et al. 2005). As the standard strain-energy density function is not 
valid in wrinkled regions, where the stress distribution and deformation change 
dramatically, a relaxed energy density function was introduced, (Steigmann and 
Pipkin 1989). 

 

1.7. Aim and scope 
As an extension of the air-inflated membrane project, (Eriksson and Nordmark 
2012), this work started with the stability investigation on a hydro-statically loaded 
spherical membrane, constrained by six degrees of freedom. However, the non- 
uniform load on the spherical membrane causes singularity. Then, a semi-spherical 
membrane was considered, using the fluid level in a corresponding system as the 
main load parameter. However, for a partially filled semi-spherical membrane, 
wrinkles were indicated around the deflected fluid surface level. This local insta- 
bility phenomenon makes the results from the problem mesh-dependent, and hard 
to converge. The projects started with a simpler geometry: a circular membrane 
(Paper 1), then, the complexity increased to a spherical membrane (Paper 2), and 
a truncated spherical membrane (Paper 3 and 4). 

The main objectives of this thesis were to analyze and interpret the stability 
behaviors of the membrane structures subjected to various loading conditions, as 
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well as the effects of parameters, extra constraints, contacts and meshes. The 
problems are highly non-linear, due to the large deformations, the constitutive 
relation and contacts. These non-linearities highlight the interesting aspects of the 
problems, and the necessity for investigations. The objectives of the work can be 
summarized as below: 

To develop the method for evaluating fluid pressures from gravity and centrifugal 
force in a finite element context, especially for partially pressurized membranes. 
Even though the methods was primarily developed for linearly distributed trian- 
gular elements, it can be easily transferred to other elements. 
To develop the method for evaluating multi-parametric stability with augmenting 
equations, including the ways for introducing the augmenting equations. To 
illustrate the different effects of the augmenting equations on bifurcation and 
limit points. This method offers a systematic way  to evaluate the stabilities  
and then interpret the stabilities under multiple variables, and with the extra 
constraints. 
To investigate the instability responses for the pressurized membranes associated 
with bifurcations, limit points and turning points, under different parameters, 
contact formulations and mesh symmetries. 

These aims have lead to a set of subproblems needing solutions, e.g., how to 
introduce the considered aspects into the numerical formulations. The developed 
methods are described in detail in the appended papers,  but are briefly described     
in  Chapter 2. 

• 

• 

• 
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CHAPTER  2 
 

Methods 

 
Membranes with different geometries under various loading conditions were ana- 
lyzed in the present work,  where they are described as isotropic,  incompressible  
and hyper-elastic. The membranes have been assumed to be subjected to gas and 
fluid pressures, with or without contacts and possibly  spinning  around  a center 
axis. All the problems were modelled as discreized by finite elements, and were as- 
sumed as quasi-static, without any dynamic or thermal effects. The main modelling 
assumptions are briefly described  below. 

 

2.1. Basic formulations 
The membranes considered are axi-symmetric in their basic geometry, but in most 
studies below modeled as complete 3D in order to see symmetry breaking response. 
The deformations of the membranes were described using Cauchy-Green strain 
tensor, seeing the initial configuration as the reference state: 

C11 C12 0 

 

0 0 C33 

 

, (2.1) 

 

where the strains were assumed to  be constant  through the  thickness.  The sec-   
ond Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor was used correspondingly, with local plane stress 
assumption: 

S11 S12 0 
S =   S21 S22 0 

0 0 S33 

 
. (2.2) 

 

The material was described as isotropic, incompressible, and hyper-elastic. The 
constitutive relation between stress and strain was derived from the strain energy 
density W s, as, Holzapfel (2000): 

 

S(C) = λC−1 + 2 ∂W s , (2.3) 
∂C 

where λ is an indeterminate Lagrange multiplier. 
Several models are available, e.g., neo-Hookean, Ogden (1972), Mooney (1940)- 

Rivlin (1948), Arruda and Boyce (1993), Gent (1996) and many others (Skalak et al. 
1973) to give the material description. For the studied projects, a two-parameter 
Mooney-Rivlin model was used: 

 

W s = c1(I1(C) − 3) + c2(I2(C) − 3), (2.4) 
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where I1 and I2 are the first two invariants of the strain tensor C, and the two 
parameters c1, c2, are restricted as: 

µ 

2 =    c1 + c2 (2.5) 
k = c2 , (2.6) 

c1 

with constitutive constants µ and k. 
 

2.2. Modeling 
2.2.1. Axi-symmetric  model 

An axi-symmetric element model was discretized by 1-dimensional quadratic ele- 
ments, and implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics1. By the axi-symmetric as- 
sumption, the potential formulation including the total elastic energy and the ex- 
ternal work derived from fluid pressure can be obtained. Afterwards, the governing 
equations were formulated based on the principle of stationary potential energy.   
Due to the discontinuity in the fluid pressure evaluation, the simulations were per- 
formed with a rather large number of elements. This model was used for a circular 
membrane in Paper 1, when no symmetry-breaking response was considered. 

 
2.2.2. 3D model 

Flat and linearly interpolated triangular elements placed in space were used to 
discretize the membrane structures, (Eriksson and Nordmark 2012), when axi- 
symmetric response was not ascertained. It was assumed that elements are flat 
initially and remain so after deformation, because of the linear interpolation. The 
non-linearity terms were added in the deformation measurements. Due to the low 
interpolation order in the element, rather many elements were considered necessary 
for reliable results. 

Considering the symmetry aspects of the discussed problems, the circular mem- 
brane was discretized as seven sectors of symmetric orientation (Paper 1); the spher- 
ical membrane was generated from an icosahedron and then refined (Paper 2); and 
the truncated spherical membrane contacting with two  planes was discretized with   
a mesh with one rotation and two reflection symmetries (Paper 3), Fig. 2.1. 

Different from the problem in Paper 3, the truncated spherical membrane spin- 
ning around the center axis, discussed in Paper 4, was modelled with meshes with 
different  symmetry  patterns,  Fig. 2.2. 

 
2.3. Contacts 
The contact interactions between soft membranes and rigid planes was assumed       
to be no friction, and defined point-wise, using the contact pressure pc and the 
distance  δ between them: 

pcδ = 0 
pc  ≥ 0 
δ ≥ 0 

 
1Version 4.4, Comsol AB, Stockholm, Sweden 

 
, (2.7) 

2Version 2014b, The MathWorks, Inc., Massachusetts, USA. 
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Figure 2.1: The discretized models were implemented in Matlab2. (a) A flat membrane discretized by 
1792 triangular elements with 7 sectors of symmetric orientation. (b) A spherical membrane 

discretized by 5120 triangular elements, emanating from a regular icosahedron, placed on the rigid 
plane. (c)-(d) Two projections of the truncated spherical membrane discretized by 5472 triangular 

elements, in contact with two vertical and rigid planes. 
 

 

 

where the contact pressure pc = 0 when the membrane is not in contact with the 
rigid plane, while δ = 0 when the membrane is in contact and the pressure is 
active. Various method can be used for implementing the contact interactions, and 
penalty formulations were adopted in the projects. Cubic penalty functions were 
used with some chosen penalty factors to apply the contact constraints in the global 
coordinate system. The comparisons between different orders of penalty functions 
are given in Paper 3, emphasising the effects on equilibrium solutions, stability and 
fold line evaluations. 

 
2.4. Hydro-static  pressure evaluation 
The membranes in the work were pressurized by gas and fluid, which were con- 
sidered as quasi-static, without dynamic or thermal effects. The assumptions of a 
massless membrane, and no relative movements between soft membranes and fluid 
have been made. Since the density of gas can be neglected, compared to that of  
fluid, the gas pressure was considered as a uniform over-pressure, which is related to 
ambient pressure.  The fluid pressure was evaluated at each node within a element,  
as two contributions from gravity and centrifugal aspects. The contribution due to  
the gravity at a point was considered as a linearly distributed pressure, dependent 
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Figure 2.2: (a)-(c) Three symmetrical meshes based on c1v , c2v and c8v symmetries have 5520, 5472 

and 6656 triangle elements for the full 3D model, respectively. 
 

 
 

on a fluid surface level and the current z coordinate, while the contribution due to  
the centrifugal force was considered as quadratic, dependent on the angular velocity 
and  the  current  x and y coordinates. 

Using the deformed geometry, and the shape functions of the triangular lin- 
early interpolated element, and through virtual work formulation, the quasi-static 
pressures can be represented by transversal nodal forces, measured in the local co- 
ordinate system. The nodal forces applied were calculated according to the current 
position of the elements in local coordinate system, whereafter the nodal forces 
were transformed into global coordinate system, and assembled into the discretized 
structural displacement-dependent external force vectors. 

 
2.5. Conservative settings 
The problems discussed in the thesis are all conservative problems, and a symmetric 
differential matrix is therefore always possible.  To  utilize this,  appropriate load-  
ing parameters, and suitable formulas must be used to introduce the augmenting 
equations. 

Moreover, the inexact integration of pressure force should be avoided, since it 
can give non-conservativeness, Paper 4. On  the  other hand,  the  conservativeness  
of the physical problem  means  that  the  second  variations  for  the  problem  will 
be symmetric. This means that the total differential matrices, involving loading 
parameters  and  augmenting  equations,  should be symmetric. 

y 
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2.6. Generalized equilibrium equations 
The generalized equilibrium equations are a set based on the equilibrium equations 
coming from the discretized model, and a set of augmenting equations: 

G(z) G(u, Λ) F (u, Λ) = 0, (2.8) 
g(u, Λ) 

where F, and g represent the N -dimensional residual vectors and the r-dimensional 
augmenting equations in global degrees of freedom, and u, Λ are the displacement 
vector and a set of problem parameters.  The set of discretized residual equations  
was  formulated as: 

F (u, Λ) ≡ f (u) − fc(u) − p(u, Λ) = 0, (2.9) 

where F, f, fc, p, u are the vectors of residual, internal, contact and external forces 
in the global degrees of freedom, with fc(u)     0 for the plane circular membrane     
in  Paper 1. 

The augmenting equations can be different types, where one type describes a 
fundamental physical constraint, and another type describes more or less dummy 
transformations between variables, which are auxiliary equations, primarily for con- 
venience. The present work primarily considers the formulation of physical con- 
straint equations, for situations where these constraints may affect stability consid- 
erations. To these equations is then added a measuring function, e.g., an arc-length 
expression, which is a purely numerical implementation tool to advance the solution 
curve. 

It is therefore of importance to introduce the augmenting equations for multi- 
parametric problems, as well as specifying the control variables. This work em- 
phasised several practical loading conditions, that can be achieved in reality, and 
focused on the stability interpretations under different controlling processes with 
different loading parameters. The stability conclusions, inherently connected to one 
particular equilibrium configuration, are thereby seen as a function of one particu- 
lar load parameter, i.e., the control variable, while the others are kept at specified 
fixed values. The control variable is thereby seen as one variable continuously vary- 
ing along a one-dimensional subset of the full multi-parametric static equilibrium 
manifold, not necessarily possible to physically implement. 

 
2.7. Generalized  path following 
The method was rigorously stated in (Eriksson 1998), and has been used for many 
problems, (Eriksson and Nordmark 2012, 2014), to follow diverse equilibrium paths, 
which have been classified into five classes: 

(1) fundamental equilibrium paths; 
(2) non-critical  paths  of  parameter dependence; 
(3) critical paths, studying the parameter dependence; 
(4) branch connecting paths; 
(5) simultaneous paths. 
The generalized equations can be formulated based on the discretized equilib- 

rium equation set, which is always the main part of the generalized problem, and a 
set of augmenting equation, which defines a subset of the equilibrium states.  The 
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specified types of paths can be defined by the particular equations. Particular in- 
terest has been focused on the study of two-parametric loading, where one variable 
is kept fixed, and on criticality, including limit states and bifurcations, which can 
be seen as the transition between stability and instability, defined by singularity of 
the pertinent differential matrix. 

The accuracy of the differential matrix which includes tangent stiffness matrix  
as well as differentials of physically based equations, with respect to the variables,   
is of importance from  an  efficiency  point  of  view.  Another  important  concept 
for generalized path-following approach is tangent evaluation, where the tangent 
space is the null space of the full differential matrix, (Eriksson 1998), including the 
physical  constraint equations. 

 
2.8. Stability evaluation 
The stability of an equilibrium solution to a multi-parametric problem with aug- 
menting equations was evaluated using generalized eigenvalue analysis, based on 
the relevant differential and mass matrices. Considering different loading parame- 
ters, the differential matrix includes the effects from the constraint equations only, 
and with respect to which the stability was evaluated as: 

(K̃  − νiM̃ )vi  = 0, (2.10) 

where K̃ , M̃  denote the differential matrix, and a relevant mass matrix.  The νi and 
vi are the generalized eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors, respectively. 
Corresponding to the generalized equilibrium equation in Eq. (2.8), the extended 
stiffness matrix was constructed  as: 

K̃  = K F ,Λ    , (2.11) 
g,u g,Λ 

where only physically relevant augmenting equations are considered. 
The mass matrix was formulated symbolically, according to the dimension of  

the  extended  stiffness matrix: 

M̃  =   IN ×N  0 
0 0r×r 

  
(2.12) 

as only the signs of the eigenvalues are important for stability investigations. 
 

2.9. Fold  line evaluation 
Parameters are important when interpreting the instability behavior. Also, from the 
optimization viewpoint, the dependence of the mechanical response on parameters 
including geometry and material is of importance in the simulations, due to the 
high non-linearity of the studied problem, (Eriksson 2014). 

Particular interest was focussed on critical equilibrium solutions under variation 
of a set of parameters, (Eriksson 1998). The specific equilibrium states sought were 
facilitated by an auxiliary equations, defining the critical subset of the equilibrium 
states for the parameterized model.  Such  critical  states  can  be  evaluated  using 
fold line evaluation methods, (Eriksson 1994). This method found the equilibrium 
state for a particular loading as a one-dimensional fold line in a space that contains 
the additional parameter, instead of following a complete non-linear equilibrium  
path for every studied parametric combination.  The starting point of a fold line 
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evaluation was the critical state isolated on a common equilibrium path for a studied 
parametric case, (Eriksson 1997). 



 
 
 
 

CHAPTER  3 
 

Summary of papers 

 
3.1. Paper 1 
In this project, a thin, planar, circular and initially horizontal membrane with a 
uniform thickness subjected to fluid pressure from above or below was studied.      
All the nodes on the rim were fixed.   The membrane was assumed to consist of      
an isotropic, incompressible and hyper-elastic material, and modeled as a two- 
parameter Mooney Rivlin model. The fluid pressure was considered as quasi-static, 
and acting in a normal direction to the deformed membrane surface, without any 
dynamical or thermal  effects. 

The problem was solved using finite element simulations. Due to the axi- 
symmetric geometry, the membrane structure was simulated by an axisymmetric 
model and a 3D model. An easily implemented method proposed in this paper 
evaluated the fluid pressure from gravity, using the fluid surface level as the primary 
load parameter.  A more practical measurement, the fluid volume, was evaluated as  
a post-processing parameter for each equilibrium state, but not considered as the 
control variable in the paper. 

Limit points were detected with respect to fluid level for most parametric cases, 
but no limit points were found with respect to fluid volume, when the membrane 
was pressurized downwards. Limit and bifurcation points existed with respect to 
fluid level, when the membrane was pressurized upwards. There were double zero 
eigenvalues at the bifurcation points, due to symmetry and two secondary paths. 
The primary branch was found stable before the bifurcation point, but unstable 
after bifurcation. Both the secondary branches were unstable with respect to fluid 
surface level. The parameters including geometry, material and pre-stretch of mem- 
brane affect the instability behavior. The relations between mechanical responses 
and parameters were shown to lead to swallowtail and cusp catastrophes. The dis- 
cretizations used when simulating the membrane structures affected the resulting 
instability behavior. An irregular mesh avoided the bifurcation point in the upwards 
loading condition, but generated independent closely situated paths. The symme- 
try effects of discretizations on instabilities was tentatively discussed, comparing 
two mesh patterns to simulate the circular membrane. 

 
 

3.2. Paper 2 
In this project, the multi-parametric stability of a thin spherical membrane con- 
taining gas and fluid, and resting on a horizontal, rigid plane was investigated. Six 
degrees of freedom were constrained; the choice of which is discussed in the paper. 
The material model and the strain and stress measurements were the same as those 
in Paper 1. 

18 
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The sphere was modeled using the triangular linearly interpolated elements. 
Possible multi-parametric settings for evaluation of one-dimensional equilibrium 
curves and two-dimensional equilibrium surfaces were discussed. In addition to the 
discretized residual equations used as the basic equilibrium equations, two  practi-  
cal loading situations were introduced as constraint equations which reduced the 
solution manifolds;  these were keeping either the fluid volume or the amount of    
gas constant, varying the other loading parameters. A generalized path following 
algorithm was used to search for the equilibrium paths and the solution surface 
approach for visualizing and understanding the mechanical response of membranes 
under  multi-parametric  and  constrained loadings. 

These constraint equations affected the stability behaviors, where the effect of 
the physically constraining augmenting equations were included for stability eval- 
uations. Extended stiffness matrices for the two settings were described, involving 
the corresponding augmenting equation differentials. Constraint equations were 
developed, leading to a symmetric differential matrix. The stability behavior was 
evaluated using the generalized eigenvalue analysis based on this differential matrix 
and a constructed mass matrix Different stability conclusions were drawn, depend- 
ing on the specified loading parameters and constraints.  The parametric effect on  
the stability behavior, including the constraint, was investigated using fold line 
evaluations. 

Static stability criteria used for stability evaluations in finite element context   
can only be used for conservative problems, which have symmetric differential ma- 
trices. This paper tells not only the appropriate introduction for the extra equation, 
but also that the loading parameters are essential to prove  the conservativeness of  
the problem. 

 
3.3. Paper 3 
This paper elaborates on the contact effects on instability behaviors of a truncated 
sphere in contact with two rigid and vertical planes, containing gas and fluid. The 
contacts between membrane and planes were assumed as frictionless. 

The 3D model used for simulations preserved the symmetry properties of this 
contact problem. The non-friction contact interaction was implemented using  
penalty functions, and a comparison among different penalty functions was made. 
The equilibrium solutions were close, but an effect on instability behaviors was 
shown. Linear penalty function gives a better convergence in the path-following 
algorithm than a cubic function, but a more slowly convergent one for fold line 
evaluations. Moreover, the fold lines are not smooth when using the linear func-  
tion, depending on the number of contact nodes. The cubic function was therefore 
used for simulations. The penalty functions used for contacts induced non-physical 
bifurcation points, which are dependent on the used mesh.  The secondary paths  
from the induced bifurcation points formed a closed circuit. 

Multi-parametric stability for thin membrane was analyzed under two practical 
loading conditions: fixing the fluid volume and varying the gas over-pressure; and 
fixing the fluid volume and amount of gas and varying the position of the contact 
planes. Limit and bifurcation points were observed on the equilibrium paths, when 
seeing fluid level as the control variable. A set of augmenting equations preserving 
symmetry shows effect on the limit point but not the bifurcation point, where 
symmetry is broken.  The method developed in Paper 2 was found to be still 
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necessary to distinguish stable and unstable regions, due to the existences of both 
limit and bifurcation points. 

 
3.4. Paper 4 
This paper discusses stability of a fluid-filled truncated spherical membrane, placed 
on a rigid plane and spinning around the center axis. The problem can be seen as 
quasi-static under some assumptions, such as no relative movement between soft 
membrane and fluid, and a massless membrane. 

Due to the spinning, the fluid pressure was treated as two contributions, where 
one of them was seen as the pressure linearly distributed in vertical direction, Paper 
1. The other one was seen as the pressure from the centrifugal force quadratically 
distributed, and dependent on the squared angular velocity. Numerical results 
showed, that the differential matrices from these formulations can be constructed 
symmetrically. The truncated sphere was discretized by triangular elements in 3D, 
with which it is impossible to preserve the symmetry of the continuous problem. 
Several mesh patterns were used with different symmetries in meshing, but with 
similar numbers of elements. Comparisons have been made and the effects on the 
equilibrium solution and the instability behavior have been analyzed. The equi- 
librium paths obtained using different discretizations were shown to be very close. 
The meshes with lower symmetries transformed the bifurcation points with double 
zero eigenvalues into two unconnected paths, or into two slightly split bifurcation 
points with single zero eigenvalue. 

Various instability behaviors have been observed, including turning, limit and 
bifurcation points. A hilltop branching point was observed, when following the 
bifurcation and limit curves. Loading parameters, as well as initial values are 
observed to have effects on instability responses. 



 
 
 
 

CHAPTER  4 
 

Conclusions and future work 

 
4.1. Conclusions 
The instability behavior of fluid-pressurized membranes with symmetric unloaded 
geometries: circular and spherical membranes were investigated in this work. The 
effects on instability behavior of geometric and material parameters, fluid density, 
loading conditions, and the initial states were also investigated.  All results were  
seen in the context of a continuous structure discretized by finite elements. 

The main finding from the present set of projects can be summarized as: 
 

The present work considered three classes of pressure acting on the membrane. 
Gas pressure was seen as a uniform pressure acting on deformed membrane. Pres- 
sure from gravity of fluid was interpolated linearly within each element, with 
special handling of partially pressurized elements. The pressure from centrifu- 
gal force of fluid needs to be interpolated quadratically, to derive a symmetric 
differential matrix. 
All the discussed problems are conservative, which were proved through symmet- 
ric differential matrices. It should be noted that not all the problem settings can 
be used to define the conservative multi-parametric problems. Both appropri- 
ate loading settings and the formulas are necessary for defining the conservative 
problems. 
Stability evaluations for a multi-parametric problems with physical constraint 
equations is the topic of most interest in the present work. Physically based 
augmenting equations give different effects on limit points and bifurcation points, 
due to the symmetry aspects. Generalized eigenvalue analysis based on a relevant 
differential matrix and a symbolically constructed mass matrix was necessary for 
distinguishing stable and unstable regions. 
All the membrane structures showed large deflections and high degrees of non- 
linearity. These deformations were highly parameter dependent. The membrane 
structures are prone to lose stability. Different instability behavior were observed, 
considering the initial geometries, loading conditions and mechanisms. Snap- 
through, snap-back and bifurcations have all been found for the fluid-pressurized 
membrane  structures. 
All the discussed membranes have symmetry properties. The circular, spherical 
and truncated spherical membranes have axi-symmetric geometries. It is impossi- 
ble to preserve the infinity symmetry when using triangular elements. For tested 
cases, degree of symmetry in the different meshes gave close equilibrium solutions, 
but affected the instability behaviors. The mesh patterns with lower symmetries 
may replace some bifurcation points with unconnected and parallel equilibrium 
paths;  or transformed one bifurcation point with double zero eigenvalues into   
two bifurcation points with single zero eigenvalues.   Higher symmetry meshes are 
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recommended to simulate the structure with axi-symmetry, if a complete picture   
of instability response is  sought. 
Contact implementations can introduce bifurcation points and secondary paths, 
which are highly influenced by the used formulation and discretization. Higher 
order penalty functions were recommended to use, since better convergence and 
smooth critical curves can be obtained when using these. 
Parameters, e.g., fluid density, pre-stretch ratio, and constitutive constants af- 
fected the equilibrium solutions and stability responses. Generalized path follow- 
ing is an efficient way for seeking complex equilibrium paths in parametric space, 
including the extra conditions.  The solution surface algorithm can be used to   
seek the equilibrium states as a 2-dimensional manifold in the higher-dimensional 
variable space; and the effects of multi-parameters on critical states can be an- 
alyzed using the fold line evaluations, care must be taken in the formulation of 
augmenting equations, and a distinction made between physical and non-physical 
ones. 

 
4.2. Outlook and future work 
Numerical investigations of stability for thin membranes were performed under sev- 
eral assumptions: frictionless contacts, no wrinkling and quasi-static formulation. 
Further studies on wrinkling, instabilities for thin membrane with different geome- 
tries will be topics of interest. The present work has shown the possibilities and 
interests for further research and development on the following topics. 

Solution surface scheme, (Eriksson and Pacoste 2001), is an efficient way to vi- 
sualize the equilibrium solutions in higher-dimensional space. Tangent  direction  
is always important when seeking equilibrium sets, especially for this algorithm. 
For the thin membranes, which show large deformations and have highly curved 
solution surface, it is essential to define a good direction, based on the tangent 
vector. The future work would focus on developing a method to form the meshes 
of the equilibrium surface avoiding possible  self-intersections. 
Assumptions such as hard and non-friction contact planes were made for the 
current work, even if the penalty formulation gives small overlaps in contact 
zones. Hence, the future studies can focus on deformations and instabilities of 
membranes in contact with soft and adhesive substrates. A linear stiffness in the 
normal direction to the un-deformed surface can be used to describe the substrate, 
(Patil et al. 2015). A further study can be related to friction. There are three 
phases existing for a membrane with frictional contacts: total stick, partial stick 
and sliding and total sliding, all of which have different instability behaviors. 
Moreover, Paper 3 shows that the implementation for non-friction contact can 
introduce bifurcations. Studies on different implementations of frictional contacts 
on instability behaviors is a topic of interest. 
Among all the topics related to membranes, wrinkling analysis is one of the topics 
which is fundamental. In the current work, wrinkling effects were not considered, 
and all results relate to non-wrinkled situations. However, wrinkling was observed 
(not shown), in underlying simulations of Papers 2 and 3. A further study can 
elaborate on the wrinkling analysis, especially for membranes in contact. It is 
well known that with wrinkled region, the standard strain energy density function 
is not valid, whereas the relaxed energy density function, (Pipkin 1986) should be 
introduced to handle the negative principal stresses.  Recent work done by Patil 
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et al. (2016) found that for a pressurized membrane, the pressure may induce 
instabilities to wrinkled regions, even using a relaxed strain energy function. For 
the fluid-filled spherical membrane in Paper 2, the negative stresses were first 
observed within the contact area. Furthermore, the instabilities from contact 
implementations, Paper 3, as well as the instabilities from pressure for a wrinkled 
area make the future work an important challenge. 
Applications of membranes were usually seen in biological fields, where the mem- 
branes are the containers for most of the organs and cells. Much more complicated 
problem settings for the membrane structures will be interesting for investiga-  
tion. In the current work, a two-parameter Mooney-Rivlin model was used to 
describe a hyper-elastic material.  In the future work,  poro-elasticity as well as      
a hyper-elasticity of the material can be considered. The volume fraction of the 
pores is affected by the fluid pressure, which makes the problem non-linear. The 
commonly used theory for poro-elasticity assumes linear elasticity for the solid re- 
lation, (Biot 1962). Due to the hyper-elasticity of the material of the membrane, 
new constitutive equations between stress and deformation can be developed, but 
this need be done for a particular class of materials, and for a particular class of 
problems. Furthermore, the deformations and instability responses are of interest 
for investigation. 
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